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If I look at myself
in the CP mirror
I just see myself!

All measurements are in
agreement with the SM prediction
within 68% CL. A CP odd state is 

excluded at 99.7% CL (3.0 σ)

●  Exclusion for CP-odd hypothesis:

 Observed (exp.) significance = 3.0σ (2.6σ) 
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Investigated  τ decay channels
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 are identified with the DeepTau NN-based ID2

Decay modes identified with MVA-algorithm3
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The cross-section of the H→ττ 
process has a sinusoidal shape
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The Higgs through the looking glass.
Measurement of the CP quantum number of the Higgs boson in H→ττ decays
Andrea Cardini (DESY) on behalf of the CMS collaboration 

CP-violation in the Higgs 
couplings is investigated in:
●  HVV couplings
● Yukawa coupling:

● Production via ttH and ggH 
● Decays into τ leptons

The Standard Model
predicts that I have spin-parity 0+

But do I? Better check with a
CP mirror

We invert spatial coordinates
and swap particles with

anti-particles
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Multicategory classification used to 
identify the Higgs decays from genuine 
ττ and lep./jet→τ

h
 backgrounds:

● BDT for fully hadronic channels

● Neural Network for semileptonic

Signal parametrized as function of αHττ:
weighted combination of CP even odd and maximum 
mixing cases

 
 

~ 90% of background estimated with data-driven methods
● Tau embedding for genuine ττ processes
● FF method for j→τ
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Likelihood profiled1 with respect to:
1. CP mixing angle

2. Yukawa couplings

3. CP mixing angle + inclusive Higgs production signal strength

4. Higgs production signal strengths (ggH + VBF)

5. CP mixing angle for Run 2, Run 3 and HL-LHC
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Each decay plane is defined
by two vectors4: a momentum

and a reference vector

CP even α
Ηττ

= 0°

CP mix α
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Machine learning techniques
can help in identifying me

At the LHC I am surrounded
by processes that can produce similar
signatures to my decays to τ leptons
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The spin correlation is
preserved for decays to leptons

and via mesonic resonances
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CP mixing angle measured with simultaneous fit for 
signal and background models over full Run 2

Fit performed with

● NN/BDT score for ML background categories

● Acoplanarity angle distributions in bins of NN/BDT 
score for higgs category → split by decay mode

  To be continued in Run 3

Uncertainty statistically dominated
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